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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we adapt Lavrent'ev method so to obtain a reconstruction procedure 
for the input u to a nonlinear input-output system described by a Volterra integral equation. The 
proof is based on a monotonicity assumption which does not imply the monotonicity of the operators 
appearing in the Volterra equation. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider an input-output process described by the following nonlinear integral 
equation, 
/0 /0' y(t) = K( t , s )u (s )ds+ F(t ,s ,u(s) )ds,  t • [0,T]. (1) 
We want to reconstruct the signal u from measures taken on the output y. Under suitable 
assumptions, we could redefine F so as to absorb the contribution of the first integral, but for 
clarity, we prefer to keep distinct the roles of the linear and nonlinear terms. 
Equation (1) represents a kind of inverse problem that is ill-posed, i.e., it is not generally 
solvable and, if solvable, the solution u does not depend continuously on the output y. So, in 
order to solve this problem, we need a suitable regularization algorithm. 
We shall adapt Lavrent'ev method to identify u. The version of this method that we use 
consists in the following one. We introduce 
/: z(t) = sv(t) + [K(t, s)v(s) + F(t, s, v(s))] ds (2) 
and we impose the equality, 
z(t) = y(t). (3) 
This paper fits into the programs of GNAMPA-INDAM. 
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This equation, under suitable assumptions given in the next section, is solvable on the interval 
[0, T] and gives a function rE(t) which approximates u(t) in a suitable sense. We shall study 
both L2(0, T) and uniform approximation. See [1] for the introduction of the Lavrent'ev method. 
equation (3) is a singularly perturbed Volterra integral equation for v. See [2, Sec. 3.4] for this. 
In the special case F = 0 and K(t,  s) = K( t  - s), our problem reduces to the deconvolution 
problem for a causal system, which has been studied by many authors with different methods. 
Hence, it is essentially impossible to give an overview of the very large literature on our problem 
and, for the moment, we confine ourselves to cite the survey paper [3] and the references therein. 
Important relations with concepts from control theory can be found in [4,5]. Further comments 
on literature can be found in the next section, after the introduction of the assumptions of this 
paper. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. We prove convergence of ve to u in Section 3. For the most 
clarity, we assume in these sections that the output y is read without errors while the effect of 
measurement errors is taken into account in Section 4. In Section 5, we present few simulations. 
In order to use Lavrent'ev method, we shall assume that the imput u is piecewise of class W 1,2, 
see the definition in Assumption 7 of Section 2, an assumption which is not restrictive for the 
applications. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND PREL IMINARIES  
We recall the following definition. Let f be a transformation from R ~ ~ R n. The norm 
is the euclidean norm and (., .} is the usual inner product. The norm of the matrices is the 
correspondent operator norms. We say that it is monotonic if 
(~ - y , / (~)  - / (y ) )  > o, vx ,  y. 
We introduce the following assumptions. 
Assumptions 
1. The vectors y, u belong to 1~ n, K(t,  s) : A --~ ]R '~×m, F(t, s, u) : A x R '~ , R n where 
A= {( t , s ) :O<s<t  <T}.  
2. F is continuous and the partial derivative Ft(t, s, u) exists for a.e., (t, s) • A and for all 
u• ]~ n. 
3. For each u, v in R~ and a.e., (t, s) • A, we have 
[IF(t, s, v) - F(t, s, u)l[ <- N(t,  s)IIv - uII , 
and 
sup ft L2( t, s) ds <_ L, 
tC[0,T] J0 
4. For every t • [0, T], the function u -~ F(t, 
5. 
6. 
I[ Ft(t, s, v) - Ft(t, s, u) I1<<_ L(t, s)Hv - u[[, 
sup t i t  N2( t, s) ds < N. 
t~[0,T] J0 
t, u) : R '~ ~ R '~ is monotonic. 
The kernel K(t,  s) is continuous for 0 < s < t < T and satisfies 
g( t ,  t) = I, t • [0, T]. 
The derivative Kt(t, s) exists a.e., and 
sup / t  Hgt( t, s)ll 2 ds < B. 
t e[O,T] J0 
7. We assume the existence on finitely many points tl < .. .  < tn in (0,T), such that the 
restriction of u to each interval (ti, ti+l) belongs to W1,2(ti, ti+l). Functions with this 
property will be call piecewise W1,2(0, T). 
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It will be convenient to introduce the following notation, 
e(t) = v~ (t) - u(t), ¢(t, u) = F(t, t, u), 
~(t) = [¢(t, s, v(s)) - ¢(t, s, u(s))] ds, 
Now, we complete our comments on the bibliography. 
¢(t, s, u) = F,(t, s, 
f0 (4) 5(t) = g , ( t ,  s)e(s) ds. 
In the contest of nonlinear Volterra 
equations, the assumption of monotonicity is a standard assumption since the paper [6], see for 
example [7-9]. Analogously, monotonicity assumptions have been recently used in the analysis 
of the Lavrent'ev method, see, for example, [10-13]. In contrast with this, we do not assume 
that the operators in the Volterra integral equation (1) have to be monotonic. Monotonicity is 
only required to the transformation u ~ [u + F(t, t, u)] as stated in the crucial monotonicity 
Assumption 4. We shall see in Remark 3.1 that also this assumption can be weakened. We note 
that, under our assumptions, in particular, 4 and 5, we could achieve monotonicity of the integral 
in (1) in a norm which is equivalent to the usual norm of L2(0, T). This might be used in order 
to derive the proof of the L 2 convergence from the corresponding results in [9,10] (instead, the 
results on pointwise and uniform convergence have no equivalence in those papers). We prefer not 
to follow such a way because the introduction of a new norm affects the constants which appears 
in the convergence estimates. Furthermore, in the case of perturbed ata, the convergence rate 
is proved in [9,10] under the assumption that the Fr@chet derivative of the nonlinear operator 
is Lipschitz continuous. We don't need the introduction of this assumption, see Section 4. The 
reason is as follows: the results of [9], used in [10], are of an abstract nature, not relaying on the 
structure of the Volterra equation. In contrast with this, we make use of the specific structure 
of the Volterra equation from the outset, and we combine the technique of the separation of 
the diagonal of the kernel as in [14,15] and the monotonieity Assumption 4 in order to prove 
our results. Moreover, the condition K(t,  t) = I permit the use of certain stability properties. 
Hence, the linear terms turns out to have a permanent role. We note, however, that the purely 
monotonicity methods (and the additional regularity assumptions on the Fr@chet derivatives of 
the nonlinear operator in the Volterra equation) allows the treatment of cases which we cannot 
approach at the present stage of our research: autoconvolution equation, as in [10] and the case 
that the matrix K is nonregular, for example the case that K is an Abel kernel, as in [16]. 
An obvious case to which the result of this paper can be applied is the case of the Hammerstein 
equations, i.e., the case in which F(t ,s ,u)  = F0(t,s)~(u). This results in an Hammerstein 
equation of the type, 
y(t) = K(t,  s)u(s) ds + Fo(t, s)¢(u(s)) ds. 
Of course, Assumptions 1-7 are in force, in particular K(t,  t) = I. In this case, the assumptions of
monotonicity are satisfied if Fo(t, t) > 0 and ~(u) is monotonic. Of course, in this case we might 
use the linear theory in order to identify [u + ~5(u)] from which u can be computed. However, the 
method in this paper gives directly an approximant ve of u. Explicit inversion of u ---, [u + ~(u)] 
is not required. 
Finally, we note that Assumption 5 can be achieved if K(t ,  t) is self-adjoint invertible, with 
bounded inverse. 
Equality (3) is 
/0 /0 ev (t) ÷ [K (t, s) v (s) ÷ F (t, s, v (s))] ds = [K (t, s) u (s) + F (t, s, u (s))] ds (5) 
where 0 < t < T, e_> 0. 
It is a fact that the solution re(t) of (5) exists and is unique on [0, c~). See the appendix for a 
sketch of the proof. 
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From (5), we have 
/0 /0 ¢e(t) = - K ( t ,  s)e(s) ds - [F(t, s, v(s))  - F ( t ,  s, u(s))] ds - eu(t) .  (6) 
In order to separate the values of K and F on the diagonal (t, s), we compute the derivative of 
both the sides. Using the notations in (4), we find 
/0 /0 ¢e'(t) = -e ( t )  - K t  (t, s)e(s) ds -  [¢(t, v) - ¢(t, u)] +-  [¢(t, s, v) - ¢(t,  s, u)] ds-  Eu'(t). (7) 
This equality is the starting point of our proofs. 
REMARK 2.1. The previous equality holds on each interval [t, ti). The function e has jump on 
the point ti and we shall take into account this fact, see Section 3.2. 
3. THE CONVERGENCE OF  v TO u 
In order to be as clear as possible we shall study first the case that the input u has no jump 
and we study separately L 2 and uniform convergence. We find convenient o use the results 
concerning L 2 convergence in the proof of uniform convergence and to keep separated the two 
proofs. Of course, we cannot have uniform convergence in the general case, see Theorems 3.2 
and 3.4 for precise statements. In the proofs, we shall use M to denote a suitable constants which 
can change at every occurrence. 
3.1. The  Case  u E W]'2(0, T) 
We prove first L 2 convergence of v = ve to u. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let v(t) be the solution of (5). I fu  is W],2(0, T) then there exists a number M, 
which does not depend on e, such that 
IIv~ - ul lL2<0,z> < MvG. (8) 
PROOF. We compute from (7) 
d ~ lie (t)ll 2=-lIe (t)lf 2 
dt (9) 
- (e (t) ,  ~ (t)) - (~ (t),  ¢ (t, v ) -¢  (t, u)) -E  (e (t) ,  ~' (t)) - (e (t) ,  ¢ (t)) .  
Integration on the interval [0, t], t C [0, T] gives 
1 t  - Jie(t/IJ - fo He(sill2 ds 
i' /0' = - (e (s) ,  ~ (s)) ds + - (e (s) ,  ¢ (s, v) - ¢ (s, u)) ds (10) 
/o /; -e  (e (s ) ,u ' ( s ) )  as -  (e (s ) , ( ( s ) )  ds. 
Using the monotonicity of the function ¢ (Assumption 4) and ignoring the positive term 
EJie(t)ll2/2 on the left side, we get 
n~(t)  = n( t )  
= [[e(s)ll2ds 
1 /o' -< ~lluoll 2+~ Ile(s)ll" II~'(s)llds (11) 
+/"  ite(s)ll ll¢(s)ll ds + [ '  lle(s)ll II~(s)li ds. 
Jo Jo 
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Our goal is to prove 
lim R~(T) = O. 
e~0+ 
We use ab < (a 2 + b2)/2 and Cauchy-Schwarz. We get 
t 
R(t) = fo Ile(s)ll2 ds 
< ~Elluoll2 + ~ Ile(s)l[2 ds +-~llu'(s)llL2(O,T) 
We now use Assumption 6 and we see that 
~o t ds 2 Ilg (t)ll 2 = Kt(t ,s)e(s)  
<- B (fot lle(s)tl2 ds) 
= BR ( t )  
Using Assumption 3, we see that 
(I ) I[~(t)l[ 2 -< L Ile(s)ll 2 ds = LR(t) .  
We collect the previous inequalities and we get 
R(t) ___ 2" (lluoll' + II-IIL2<O,T)) + ~.R(t)  + [n(t)] 1/' 'R 
and finally 
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(13) 
(14) 
( u,' 1 R(t) < 1E 01uoN 2+ [[ [[L~(0,T)) + ~ R(s) ds. 1 2 
We apply Gronwall's inequality and we obtain the following estimate, 
= IlelIL2(0,T) < e3(~/~+vCB) zT _<_ ft Iluoll 2 + Ilu IIL2(0,T) e, 
as wanted. | 
In particular, inequality (8) gives a convergence estimate which can be combined with (14) to 
see that for each t E [0, T], we have 
II~(t)ll = II~(t)ll _< Mv~. (16) 
The number M does not depend on s. 
REMARK 3.1. We see from this proof that the monotonicity ofthe function ¢(t, u) was not really 
used. We only used that the following integral is nonnegative for every t, 
f0 t (u (s) - v (s), ¢ (s, u) - ¢ (s, v)) ds, 
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i.e., we used that u(.) --* ¢(., u(.)) is causal and monotonic as a transformation from L2(0, T; R n) 
to itself. Similar remarks apply to the following proofs. 
We shall use the estimate proved above in order to study pointwise and uniform convergence. 
Surely in the case u(O) = uo ¢ 0, we don't have convergence for t = 0 because v(0) = 0 for every 
e>O. 
Using the monotonicity assumption and equality (9), we see that  
Ile(t)ll 2 ___ e -21et Iluoll 2 - 2e -2/cot-s) (e(s),u' (s)) ds 
(17) 
- ~ -2e-~i:ct-s) (e (s),  f (s)) ds - -2e-~/~(t-~) (e (~), ~ (~)) d~ 
E 
We use this in order to prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u E WI '2(0 ,T ) .  We have v(t) --* u(t) uniformly on [0, T], in the case that 
u(O) = O, while when u(O) = Uo ¢ O, we have v(t) -~ u(t) uniformly on [a, T] for all strictly 
positive a. 
PROOF. We consider the second addendum of (17) and we use (8). We obtain for this the 
following estimate 
t t 1/2 
L 2ei(21~)(t-s)(e(s),u' (s ) )ds<C (L  ['e(s)li2ds) u' • II I lL ,  co,r)  
M1 x/'~. 
Now, we use inequality (16) in order to estimate the third addendum of (17). We obtain 
L t 2e-(2/~)(t-')(e(s),~(s))ds= Lt/Vi2e(ll~)(t-'>e(s)'Vl2e(ll~)(t-~)~(s)\ ds 
V~ e_(21e)(t_s) < ~ lie (s)ll 2 ds 
. [L< !e-C21:)Ct-') ll, (s)ll2 ds] ~12 
Finally from (16), we obtain 
t 2e_(2/~)(t_~ ) (e (s) ,~ (s)) ds <_ 
E 
~ Mv~ sup I1~ (t)l] [ L  t 2e-(2/e)Ct-8)ds 1 112 
tE[0,T] e 
< M2v~.  
The last addendum in (17) is estimated analogously using (8),(13), 
/o r ¢ dsl LJo E j 
< M [R(t). ( L t  !e-(2/~)(t-S) ds)] 1/2 
< M3v~. 
We combine the previous estimates and we obtain the expression, 
lie (t)ll 2 ___ e -mr  I1~oll 2 + (M1 +Ms +Ma) .  v~ 
We conclude that for E --* 0 + we have e(t) -* 0 and the limit is uniform on [0, T] if u(0) = 0, and 
uniform on for, T], a > 0, if u(0) # 0. I 
REMARK 3.2. If U(0) ¢ 0 and in the unusual case that u(0) is known then we can adapt the 
method so to get uniform convergence on [0, T]. 
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3.2. The  Case  that  u is D iscont inuous  
Now, we consider the case that the input function u is only piecewise W1'2(0, T). Assumption 7
implies the existence of the directional limits at the points ti. It is sufficient o show the proof of 
our results in the case in which we have just one point of discontinuity, let it be t = to. We can use 
the previous theorems on the interval [0, to] and we only need to study here the case t E [to, T]. 
As a preliminary observation we note that the function v(t) = ve(t) is continuous on [0, T] so 
that e(t) has the same jumps as u does (i.e., it has a jump at to.) We need the following piece of 
information. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a number C which does not depend on E and such that 
lie (to+)ll < c .  
In fact, we observe that the existence of the directional limits at to of the input function u(t) 
allows us to apply Theorem 3.2 on the interval [0, to]. So, we can write 
lie(C-) II = IIv(to +) - u(q)II 
II~(to+)ll ÷ I I~(q) l l  
= I I~( to ) l l  + I I~(to+)l l  
_<C, 
where C is a constant that not depends on E because v(to) -~ v6(to) -~ U(to) from Theo- 
rem 3.2. | 
We proceed as in Section 3.1 and we prove L 2 convergence first. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let v(t) be the solution of (5). If  u is piecewise W1'2(0, T), then 
II v - ~ I IL~(O,T)  --< MV~.  
The constant M does not depend on e. 
PROOF. We know from Theorem 3.1 that v(t) --* u(t) in L2(0, to). We integrate (9) on [t0,T] 
and we obtain 
1 /i /i ~Elle(t)ll =-  ~l le( t~) l l  ~ =- -  Ile(s)ll ~ ds -  (e(s),5(s)) ds 
- (e (s ) ,¢ (s ,v ) -  ¢ (s,u)) ds (18) 
- (e ( s ) ,~  (s)) ds - ~ (e ( s ) ,~ '  (s)) ds. 
Using the monotonicity of the function ¢, we have 
EHe(t)]]2 + He(s)H 2 ds 
1 e / i  e 
Ile(s)lfds+~ll~'ll~(~o,~r) 
+ (e (s), 5 (s)) ds + (e (s), ~ (s)) ds. 
(19) 
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According to the definitions of ~ and 5 in (4), for t > to, we have 
/: s0" f~ (t) = Kt (t, s) e (s) ds = Kt (t, s) e (s) ds + Kt (t, s) e (s) ds, 
So" f~ (t) = [¢ (t, s, v (s)) -- ¢ (t, s, u (s))] ds + [¢ (t, s, v (s)) - • (t, s, u (s))] ds. 
From (19), we obtain 
i t /  2 ~ t ife(s)ll 2 ds_< ½~(ile(t+/ll2÷il H.<.o.~.)+~ lie(sill 2 d~ 
/;o< /;o > + e (s), [¢ (s, r, v (r)) - ¢ (s, r, u (r))] dr ds (20b) 
+l,i<~lsl S;°s<~ls~l~i~)~+Si<~l~l f;t<. l~,)~ ¢~0c/ 
We estimate (20a). We introduce a constant -y whose value will be chosen below. Inequality (8) 
and Assumption 3 are used here, 
Stl le (s) , Lt° [¢ (s, r, v (r) ) - ~X (s, r, u (r) )] dr) ds 
< (SoN~s~,,0 ~ ~ _ .¢~- ,o ,  ( r  ''~ 
M2 7 feel -< 2-T e+7 Ile(~)ll 2 ds. 
Now, let us consider (20b). We compute as follows. 
Jt](e(s),it][¢(s,r,v(r))-¢(s,r,u(r)]dr) s 
<_ (f£ ile(s)ll2ds) ll2. v/_L. [f~] f~[ ile(s)ll2] 112 
1 i t  ] M2St ] ( / t ;  ) < -~ Ile(s)ll2ds + ~ Ile(r)ll2dr ds. 
We consider the first term in (20c) and we estimate it as follows, again using inequality (8), 
e(s), K:(s,r) e(r)dr ds<-~-s+ 7 Ile(s)ll2 ds. 
The last term in (20c) is handled in a similar way, 
£< /,: 5 £ ~S,i(/,; ) e(s), gs(s,r)e(r)dr ds<_17 Ile(s)ll2 ds+-~- 7 Ile(r)ll2 dr ds. 
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Let Ro(t) =ftto He(s)H2ds. We collect the previous inequalities and we obtain 
z M s 1 u' 2 M s f :  
(1 -~-2 -y )Ro( t ) _< "~ z+~[ l le (~t ) l l=+l l  I t '<° '~>]+TJ ,o~(~)d~"  (21) 
This inequality holds true for each 7. We can fix ~0 and "), such that the quantity (1 -~/2  - 2~,) > 
1/2 holds for every s E (0, e0) and we can apply Gronwall's inequality to (21) so to obtain 
Ro(t) < Me. (22) 
The result follows from this and Theorem 3.1 applied to the interval [0, to]. | 
Now, we study pointwise and uniform convergence. Again, we analyze the case there is just 
one point of discontinuity t = to. 
Using (22), we see that there exists a number M, independent of t and z, such that for every 
t E [0, T], we have 
II~0 (t)[I = [¢( t , s ,v (s ) ) -¢ ( t , s ,u (s ) ) ]  < Mv'~. (23) 
We prove the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. We have v(t) ~ u(t) uni[ormly on [to + p,T], V O > O. 
PROOF. Similar calculations to those in the proof of Theorem 3.2 show that, for t > to, 
f: I le( t ) l l  = < e - (=/` ) (~- t° )  Ile(to+)ll = - 2e-(=/')('-') (e(s),¢ (s)> d~ (24) 
fo _ t 2e_C2/,)Ct_s ) (e (s), ~ (s)) ds - 2-e-C2/')(t-') (e (s), 5 (s)) ds. E 
Using (22), we estimate the second addendum of (24). We obtain 
2e -(2/e)(t-s) (e (s), u' (s)) ds < 2 lie (s)ll = ds • II~"llL=(,o,r) --< '~  ~"  
Now, we estimate the third addendum of (24). We use Assumption 3 and inequalities (8), (22), 
and (23). We get 
;° I x [¢ (s, r, v ( '9) - ¢ (s, r,,~ (r))] dr ds 
+ ~ \V  ~/S~-2e-cl/')c'-')e(s) ,vr~--~-2e-(I/')Ct-')~o(s)} ds 
-< ~ Ile(s)ll= 
to 2 ] 1/2 
J 
+ 2e-(m)( ' - ' )  I1~o (s)ll = ds < l~/I2v'~. g 
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A similar calculation as above gives the following estimate for the last addendum of (24), 
f i  2e -(2/~)(~-~) (e(s), (~)) <__ <i ds 
E 
We combine the previous estimates and we obtain 
lie (t)l] 2 --< e-(2/~)(t-t°)t1~ (to+) 11~ + (.~1 + M: ÷ M3) ,Z. (25) 
We know that the He(t+)l] < c and C does not depend on e. We conclude that e(t) --) 0 for 
every t > 0 when e --* 0 +. The limit is uniform on [to + p, T]. | 
We can summarize the results of this paragraph. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let u be piecewise W1,2(0, T). We have v~(t) --* u(t) uniformly on ([0, T] - U,~=0 
(t~, t, + p)), if~(o) = o, while when u(0) ¢ 0, v~(t) ~ ~(t) uniformly on ([o, T] - U?=o(t~, t  + p)), 
Va>0.  
4.  NOISY  OBSERVATION 
The effect of the noise on the observation y will now be considered. We assume that the 
available signal is 
~(t) = y(t) + o(t), (26) 
where y(t) is the unknown true value and O(t) is its perturbation. We assume that 8(t) is a 
measurable function and that either 
1. IlO(t)ll~ _< h or (27) 
2. ]]O(t)I]L2(O,T ) <_ h, where h is a known tolerance. 
We note that in many applications the signal is only read at a finite number of time instants ~'k 
so that we must assume ~?(t) = y(rk) + Ok for t E [~'k, Tk+l). If an a priori estimate for u is known, 
this effect can be modelled as a pointwise error of known tolerance. 
We wish to apply also in this case the Lavrent'ev method conveniently modified. The use of 
Lavrent'ev method require some degree of regularity of the terms of the equation. For this reason, 
instead then imposing the equality (3), we impose 
fot ~o t l ~ote-(ll¢)(t-S)rl(s) ds. (28) ev (t) + K (t, s) v (s) ds + F (t, s, v (s)) ds = -~ 
This is suggested by the mollification approach to ill posed problems, see for example [17]. We 
note that there are different possibilities. For example, if we are willing to introduce a further 
parameter T we can proceed as in [18] and we could replace the last addendum in (28) by the 
average, 
ill - y(s) ds. 
T r 
In this section, we confine ourselves to study L 2 convergence and we prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let E = E(h) be a function such that 
h 
lim e(h) = 0, lim = 0, (29) 
h---*0 + h~0+ ~- -~ 
and let V~(h)(t) solve (28). If  one of the conditions in (27) holds, we have 
v~(h)(t) , u(t), 
in L2(O, T; R'~). 
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PROOF. In this proof, we use the following known fact (see [2,19]), 
lim 1 f0 t e--,o+ -e e-(Ue)(t-s)¢(s)ds- ¢(t) = 0. (30) 
The norm is that of L2(0, T) if ¢ C L2(0, T); if ¢ is continuous and ¢(0) = 0 the norm is that 
of C(0, T). 
We study the case that u is continuous first. Equation (28) is 
fot ~o t lfote-(1/e)(t-s)O(s)ds ev (t) + K (t, s) v (s) ds + F (t, s, v (s)) ds = -~ 
(31) 
e t 1 t +1 fo e-(l/s)(t-s) [fo sK  (s,r)u(r) dr] ds + ~ fo e-(We)(t-s) [~o sF(s ' r 'u(r ) )  drl ds 
Integration by parts gives 
1/o' [Z ~ ] Z' - e -(1/~)(t-s)  K (s, r) u (r) dr ds = K (t, s) u (s) ds (32) 
E 
/o' /o' /o ~ - e-(I/~)(t-S)u(s) ds -  e -O/~)(t-~) Ks (s,r)u(r) drds. (33) 
AnaLogous integration by parts on the last term in (31) shows that 
/o' ee (t) = -eu (t) - K (t, s) e (s) ds 
/o' /o' - [F (t, s, v (s)) - F (t, s, u (s))] ds + - e-(1/~)Ct-s)u (s) ds (34) 
/o' ;~ /o' - e - ( ' /~) ( t -~)  Ks  (s,  r)  u (r) dr ds - e-(~/~)(t-s)¢(s,u(s))d~ Jo 
- e -(~j~lc~-s) ¢ (s ,~,~(r ) )  d~'ds + - ~- (1 /~X~-s)O(~)  d~. 
E 
We introduce the following term, which appears when we take the derivative of both the sides 
of (34). 
[ ~/o' ] - e-(1/e)(t-8)u (s) ds (35a) Te( t )=-  u( t ) -e  
{/o' /o' /o ~ } - Kt (t, s) u (s) ds - 1 e_O/e)(t_s) Ks (s, r) u (r) dr ds (35b) 
1 t ds } (35c) -- {¢ (t, U (t)) -- ~ fO e-(1/e)(t - -s)~9(S'U(S))  
{Z /o /o ~ } t 1 te_(,le)(t_s) ¢(s,r ,u(r))  drds (35d) - ¢ (t ,  ~, u (~)) ds  - -i 
With this notation, we see that 
/o' ee' (t) = -eu'(t) - e (t) - Kt (t, s) e (s) ds 
/o' - [¢ (t, v (t))  - ¢ (t, u (t))] - [¢ (t, s, v (s ) )  - ¢ (t, s, u (s))]  ds (36) 
(/o' ) 1 d e-(1/~)(t-~)O(s) ds +T~ (t) + 7 ?7 
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We multiply (36) by e(t) and we proceed as in Section 3.1. We obtain 
/o' 1 ~Elle(t)ll 2 + Ile(s)ll 2 ds < Ellu(0)ll 2 
/o' i' /o' -z (e(s),u'(s)) ds- (e(s),8(s)) ds- (e(s),((s)) ds (37) 
{ fo* t; 1 d s dr ) ds } . + <e(s),T (s/>eS+fo e(s),; fo 
Thanks to (30), we know that 
IITe(t)[iL2(O,T ) <_ ff/lfl(¢), lim /~(E) = 0. (38) 
e~0+ 
(explicit estimates of fl(¢) can be given under additional regularity of the functions K and F). 
Now, we estimate the perturbed term of (37), i.e., 
t 1 d s dr~ 
fo <e(s ) '¢~SSfo  e-(1/~)(~-r)O(r) ds, ! 
in the Cases 1 or 2 in (27). 
In Case 1, we compute the derivatives and we take the norms, 
1 d fs e-(1/e)(~-~)0 dr) ds fot <e(s),-~ ds jo (r) 
< Ile(s)ll 0 (s ) - ;  
< lie (s)][ 2 as 
E 
In Case 2, we proceed analogously 
lot( e(s)'l d~-~s [Jose-('/e)(s-~)O(r) dr) ds 
fo' 1 l ~oo~ le-(l/~)(~-~)O(r) dr ds < lie (s)lF 0(s)  - ~ 
l f o t  l for 9£0 ~ _< - I]e(s)l I • II0 (s)H ds+ - lie (s)] I • le-(We)(~-~) I[0 (r)ll drds 
E E 
-1-1 {Q~tlle($),,2 d8)1/2. [~t (~s le-(1/e)(s-r)llO(r),, dr)2 d8]1/2). 
Finally, we use Jensen inequality and we find 
Hence, the norm of the brace is less then 
M ~fl(e) +-h~ = ¢(e) and lira ¢(e)  = o. ( E j  e---*O+ 
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The previous terms have already been encountered. As in Section 3.1, we find 
foot u ' 2 ~R( t )+ lR( t )  
(39) 
J0 (I' +M tR(s)  ds+ Ile(s)ll 2 ds ) l /2 l (e ) .  
We use (38) and we see that 
2 ~/ R (t) < M (E + ¢2 (e)) + M R (s) ds. (40) 
This inequality holds true for each % We proceed as in Section 3.1 and we get the result. 
We consider now the case that u has a jump at to. We note that inequality (38) still holds 
and that L 2 convergence has been already proved on [0, to]. Hence, Lemma 3.1 stiff holds and 
similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we achieve the result. | 
5. FEW S IMULAT IONS 
We present now two simulations in the simplest case of the Hammerstein equation, 
/0' /0' y (t) = u (s) ds + Fo (t - s) ~ (u (s)) ds. 
The final time is T = 10 and the signal u that we want to reconstruct is discontinuous, given by 
1 + cos2t, if cos2t > 0, 
u(t) = 0, if cos 2t = 0, 
- l+cos2t ,  if cos2t<0.  
We present wo simulations which are extreme cases for different reasons. In one case (I) mimic a 
saturation, given by ~(u) = arctan 20u while in the second case (I)(u) = u a. The function Fo(t) is 
identically 1 in the second case ¢(u) = u a while it is Fo(t) = v~ in the first case. The tolerance in 
the measures is in both the cases 1% of the measured output y. Additional errors are introduced 
by the discretization of the integrals. 
Figure 1 presents the input u (continuous line) and, dotted, the function ~(u(t)). 
Figure 2 presents the input signal, the same as in Figure 1, with superimposed the reconstructed 
signal v. The value of e we used is the same in both the figures, e = 0.1. 
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Figure 1. The functions u(t) and ~(u(t)). 
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Figure 2. The functions u(t) and re(t). 
REMARK 5.1. We note that ~(u) -- u 3 is not Lipschitzian. So, strictly speaking Assumption 3 is 
not satisfied. We thank Professor Lamm for this observation. However, boundedness of u implies 
that v is bounded because on a maximal interval on which v is positive, we have 
v ' ( t ) _ - -1  ( t )+u( t )+~(u( t ) ) ,  
E 
so that 
v(t) <_ M, 
where 
M= sup {u (t) + ~ (u (t))} . 
tE[0,T] 
Similarly, we see boundedness from below when v is negative. 
6. APPENDIX  
In this section, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. The solution v(t) of (5) exists and is unique on [0, +co). 
PROOF. It is not restrictive to work with s = 1. Unicity and local existence is a standard fact. 
We prove that the solution can be extended to [0, +co). Let the solution to 
/o v(t) + [K (t, s) v (s) + F (t, s, v (s))] ds = y (t) (41) 
exists on [0, To). We know (see [20, p. 343]) that if a constant M can be found such that 
IIv(t)ll < M, Vt E [0,To) (42) 
then v(t) is continuable beyond To. 
Now we prove (42). Using (41), we find 
/o t fo v'(t) = -v ( t ) -F ( t , t ,v ( t ) ) -  K t ( t , s )v (s )  ds -  ¢ ( t , s ,v (s ) )  ds+y' ( t )  (43) 
and 
d l  
dt 2 [Iv (t)[[2 = _ [Iv (t) ll2 _ (v (t) - 0, ¢ (t, v (t)) - ¢ (t, 0)) - (v (t), 5 (t)) 
< /o' ) -- v ( t ) ,  ¢ ( t , s ,v (s ) )  ds +(v( t ) ,y ' ( t )+¢( t ,O) )  
I i t ) _<-IIv(t)l[ ~-  (v ( t ) ,5( t ) ) -  v(t), ¢(t ,s,v(s))  ds +(v(t ) ,y ' ( t )+¢(t ,O)) .  
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Hence, 
t _ t 2 . ds) 1/2 1 (fo "v(s)'l ds) 1/2 (fo t''5(s)''2 IIv (t)l12 + fo I1~ (s)ll ~ ds < 
/ 
(z (Jo 
t 1 /2  
___ g IIv (s)ll 2 ds + -~ IIv(s)ll 2 ds 
1 fotfo~ l fo t  +~C Ilv(r)ll 2 drds+ ~ Ilv(s)ll 2 ds 
1 t 2 1 0 2 + ~ Ily'()llL~(O,ro) + ~ lie(t, )HL2(0,To) -
From this, we obtain 
1 ~t  1 2 1 
- IIL2(O,To) • 2[iv(t)ll2 <C(To) ilV(S)ll2 ds+~jjy,(t)jlL~(O,To) +~ltC(t,O) 2 
Gronwall inequality implies the result. 
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